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The dynamical behavior of a wide variety of systems depends on the energy landscape explored by the
system. We apply machine learning approaches to experimental data in order to determine the dynamical
behavior of biological nanomachines over their energy landscapes. Using particles in equilibrium and
without any time resolution, this approach promises the possibility to find functional, minimum-energy
paths, and compile movies of the associated continuous conformational changes on the energy landscape.
The key lies in recognizing that many structures co-exist in an ensemble, each with a sizable probability.
The underlying reason is the fact that the hierarchy of energy barriers between the structures are easily
surmountable by thermal fluctuations under physiological conditions [1-4]. Under such circumstances, a
structure is a point in the continuum of conformations, each with a different free energy. This means that
the energy landscape of biomolecular conformations consists ofhills and valleys [3,4,5]. In an ensemble
of molecules in equilibrium, the probability of finding a specific conformation drops exponentially with
the free energy of that conformation. Therefore, such energy landscapes can be compiled by counting the
frequency with which each conformation occurs in an ensemble of molecules in equilibrium [1,6,7]To
compile the energy landscape, one must have the snapshots of individual members of the ensemble. This
rules out techniques, which average over conformations and constitutes a decisive advantage for so-called
single-particle methods like cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM).
The examination of energy landscape derived from the experimental snapshots offers substantial
information beyond static structures. Importantly, it can reveal the path of least-action representing the
most probable sequence of transitions between any two states in the landscape.Compiling the
conformational changes the biological machine undergoes along such a trajectory offers important insights
into biological function.
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